
Who do we think we are? Moderns generally judge the ancients incredibly harshly. Not just
modern scholars but just about anyone, wise or not, generally presumes the ancients to be
simple-minded, fearful, superstitious people. We venerate our modern intellectuals, peculiar
thinkers like Nietzsche, Sartre, Freud, and Foucault, while disparaging and ignoring the
wisdom of the ancients like the apostle Paul and the church fathers Clement, Ignatius,
Polycarp, Papias, Ephrem, Dionysius, Maximus, Gregory, Jerome, Augustine, Ambrose,
and, later, Aquinas. Again, who do we think we are?

Try reading these incredible saintly figures of long ago. Their
writings aren’t extraordinary simply because of the sacrifices,
things like being burned at the stake, that followed them. Their
writings are extraordinary because of the insights they reveal.
Their writings show how deeply they were reaching into the
bottomless well of Christ’s water of life. The challenge that their
writings tend to present is not that they exhibit any
simple-minded or backward superstition but instead that we are
too simple, distracted, and depleted to even comprehend the
depth and richness of their thought. Again, who do we think we
are?

We moderns tend to read backward, treating the latest
interpretations, especially those of our own generation, as the

deepest, richest, most accurate, and most valuable. We watch and listen to the latest preacher
tickling the algorithm and topping the charts of the tech company profiting from our
curiosity, as if that preacher were opening new worlds of wisdom–until that preacher’s fall
from grace, when we promptly turn to the next latest thing. In doing so, we treat the later as
superior to the earlier, reading backward from today into the ancient Bible, while skipping
over its earliest interpreters.

To gain the most from scripture, though, we should instead be reading forward from the
ancient texts. Instead of treating the latest interpretation as the most valuable and reliable,
though untested by time, we should treat the earliest writings, those of the Old Testament
and New Testament, then those of the church fathers and councils, as the more reliable.
Scholars and preachers today have many good things to share with us. Yet Christ’s waters of
life, pouring out at his crucifixion-marked feet, have run incredibly deep from the earliest
times. The deepest waters are those of the scriptures themselves, depths that the earliest
writers plumbed for us without modern distractions. Know who we are. Read forward, not
backward.


